This zine focuses on transmasculine issues. It discusses masculine identity in relation to discursive performance (periods, identity, cis people, ladies, etc.). It covers a very limited amount of topics. It is not incredibly intersectional. I am a white gender questioning queer Assigned Male at Birth & these are my perceptions of transmale struggles from the outside looking in.

— Kody
Disclaimer:

We recognize that we
have an obligation to be
accountable to the statements
we make in these zines. Just
as every theory that informed
these zines have a limited
application, so do these zines.
They should not be taken as absolute
truths or representative of the way
everyone should or has to feel
about these topics; we all come
from very similar social locations.

There are limits to what we should
gar about experiences that we do
not have, but we do hope these
zines provide interesting
dependences. For the things we
mess up, we apologize.

We are but 4 humble
queers living in
Fredericton.
They /Them

Pronouns: as real as he/him & she/hers
46% of trans men have attempted suicide.

Trans youth will be turned away from a shelter due to their gender identity/expression.
Don't Assume That:

- People want to tell you all about their genitals.
- People don't ever want to discuss their genitals.
- People call their vaginas "vaginas".
- People call their front holes "cunts".
- People call their periods "periods".
- People call their vaginas "front holes".
- People have front holes.
- People want to get fucked.
- People don't want to get fucked.
- People are trying to be radical.
- People aren't radical enough.

- People want to date you.
- People don't want to date you.
- People want to use their detachable dicks.
- People don't want to use their detachable dicks.
- People call them detachable dicks.
- People have detachable dicks.
Some Trans masculine people take testosterone.

T does not a transman make. It is not a requirement for being a cute trans boy. Taking T also does not make you any less non-binary.

Here is what T may do for you:

- Increase sex drive
- Facial hair growth
- Enlarge the clitoris
- Cessation of menses
- Increase body hair growth

Here is what T probs won't do for you:

- Make you any more or any less trans
- Prevent pregnancy
- Make you any more or less queer
- Bring all the [insert gender(s)] here? to the yard.
Drag is really making fun of identity. We are shape shifters. Transgender people take identity very seriously in that their identity is who they are.
"Babe, you're so lucky, you don't get morning wood (Carlson, 2010)."

What do I call his vagina??

OMG I can barely even spell it.

Do we have the surgery?
Judge Judy B says,

"The only thing every trans boi has in common is they all know a little something about transphobia" but...
It is also v beneficial for oppressed groups to recognize commonalities and in those commonalities, they sometimes create cultures. Those cultures & support networks packed with language, symbols, values & social norms can be v healing.

Yes, Jude, those exist as a result of transphobia, but they are none the less a commonality.

We can't just talk about transphobia b/c that brings us down 24/7—though it's v important. We also need to talk about poz things: the wonderful chance we have to explore our genders, & our deep cultural insights #femstandpoint, being part of a community, GENDER BINDERs that have ponies on them, Buck Angel, Viktor Belmont, James Darling, Tumble & cats.
Hey Boi,
Fluids do not determine your gender

#masculine hygiene products

Run around naked.